
1.  Each spiked foot can be adjusted for  
     use on hard or soft terrain.

2.  For hard terrain, keep spike hidden  
     within the foot.

3.  For soft terrain,  remove spike using  
     the tool provided, or similar item,  
     and thread other end of spike into  
     leg so spike is protruding from foot.

360° Rotation
Adjust tension of the 
ball head using the 
knob attached to 
the ball

360° ROTATION
Arca Adjustment
Adjust tension on 
the Arca rail by 
using the knob 
attached to the 
arca rail

1.   Adjust the length of the legs by loosening the twist locks and extending     
     each leg to the desired length. Tighten each twist lock when finished.

2.   Twist locks may retain dirt over time and feel  
      gritty when twisted. Clean out debris to return   
      to normal function.

For best results, inspect the head after each use for any dirt and debris. If dirt and 

debris is detected, spray head clean with water or wipe with damp cloth and let dry

LEG TWIST LOCKS

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

1.    Height of ball head can be adjusted using the  
      twist lock on the hub.

SHERPA

PRONE POSITION
Tripod can be put into prone position by removing 
a portion of the center tube and adjusting the 
angle of the legs.

1.   Put legs into the 85 degree position

2.  Remove the bottom portion of the center pole  
     by unthreading it from the main assembly.

1.  Use hook provided to hold gear or weight bag for added tripod 

Return spikes to original hidden position before putting tripod into 

carry bag. Spikes can damage bag if left exposed.

weight on hook should not exceed 15lbs

HOOK

1.  Threaded stops can be added to the  
    underside of the Arca plate to help  
    prevent it from sliding completely  
    off the ball head. Use hex key  
    provided to screw a stop(s) in  
    desired location on underside of  
    arca plate.

PLATE STOPS
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